The House of Commons
majority to the question. In the Palestine disturbances of
1936-7, the Government manoeuvred itself out of a diffi-
cult attack by promising a Royal Commission on the
question, and then appointing it with such terms of
reference that the real roots of the grievance with which
it was asked to deal were beyond the scope of the Com-
mission's enquiry; so that public opinion conveniently
forgot the grievance involved in its contemplation of
remedies suggested for quite different ills. Or a minister
may simply refuse information where grievance is sug-
gested on the ground that it is not in the public interest
to answer the question. Or he may deny the existence of
a grievance which, though real in fact, is not susceptible
of the kind of proof that endangers his position in the
House of Commons.
All these are important limitations; yet, even when
they are weighted at their utmost, the value of the right
is profound. How right may be seen from a simple
example. It is certainly true of the parliamentary system
that, after such an exhibition as General Goering gave in
the Dimitrov trial, he would not have been able to remain
a member of a British Government for twenty-four hours,
A British Prime Minister would have been aware that he
would be questioned in the House about the habits of
such a colleague; and he would have rushed to obtain his
resignation before it met in order to be able to assure its
members that he shared their indignation at them. The
power to ventilate grievance means the power to compel
attention to grievance. A Government that is compelled
to explain itself under cross-examination will do its best
to avoid the grounds of complaint. Nothing makes
responsible government so sure. Where this power is
absent, the room for tyranny is always wide; for nothing
so develops inertia in a people as the inability to formu-
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